JEFF EVANS
TROOPER III / TACTICAL FLIGHT OFFICER

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL

► PETRON PLUS FORMULA 7 WEAPON OIL
CUSTOMER & TEST PROFILE
The Texas DPS Aircraft Section is composed of 46 pilots, 15 tactical
flight officers, 7 lieutenants, a captain, assistant chief pilot, and chief
pilot. The Section currently runs a fleet of 15 American Eurocopter
AS350 helicopters, an American Eurocopter EC145 twin engine helicopter, 7 single engine Cessna airplanes, and a twin engine Aero Commander airplane. All of the DPS pilots hold commercial pilot licenses
with instrument ratings, and receive recurrent pilot training annually. All DPS pilots are also certified in night vision goggle (NVG) flight
operations.
The DPS Aircraft Section is a progressive and dynamic organization,
using the latest aviation technology, equipment, and training to advance
the law enforcement mission and maintain the highest level of flight
safety.
I wanted to take a moment to write you a brief review of the lubricant
(Petron Plus Formula 7 Weapon Oil) you gave me to test. I have used
both the Petron Plus Industrial Super Lube and Weapon Oil over the
past 2 months with great success. I am currently working through the 5
year maintenance and deep cleaning of all the issued TXDPS Sig Sauer
pistols in the Aircraft Division. I am also constantly building, repairing,
and/or cleaning the department issued M4’s M14’s and LaRue Tactical
OBR’s.

CUSTOMER TEST & RESULTS
I have been using Petron Plus as the primary lubrication on all the
weapons that I return to service after leaving my shop. I have, as well as
the troops in the field, been extremely satisfied with the amount of antifriction and anti-wear lubrication this product provides. The guns actually seem to run smoother when cycling after being prepared with
Petron Plus. I have even begun to use this product on my personal
weapons as well. I just wanted to let you know that in my humble opinion this is a great product and we will continue to use it.
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